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2 Putting Growth Back on the Banking Agenda

The turmoil that disrupted financial markets in 2008

forced banks around the globe to shift their focus from

long-term growth to short-term survival. Reducing

costs and minimizing balance-sheet risk took center

stage, as bankers struggled to restore profitability in a

rapidly changing environment. Today, after five years of

retrenchment, it is time for banks to return to the pur-

suit of long-term growth.

This special report was produced jointly by McKinsey and SWIFT for Sibos
2013 in Dubai. It explores growth opportunities in two primary areas: markets
and products. The first article, Emerging Payments Opportunities in Africa
and the Middle East, examines the significant potential for growth in this re-
gion’s many diverse markets. With the world’s fastest-growing work force
and its middle class expanding apace, Africa offers major opportunities to
serve small and mid-size businesses, as well as legions of underbanked con-
sumers. In Middle Eastern markets, the opportunities for growth are wide-
ranging, with remittances and trade finance predominating.

Focusing on the products arena, The Dynamics of New Trade Flows looks at
how economic trends are altering global trade flows and the implications for
capturing growth in trade finance. Indeed, the growth rate of international
trade now exceeds that of global GDP. Rapid expansion in Chinese-African
trade corridors, for example, is creating new demand for trade finance prod-
ucts and services. As mainstream trade corridors evolve and new ones form,
they offer fresh opportunities to create the partnerships and market-focused
products that trade finance demands.

Externally, as always, banks need to be especially mindful of infrastructure
development and planning in the markets where they operate. In both the
payments and securities markets, infrastructures are in a state of flux. The
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need to reduce costs, comply with increasing regulatory requirements and
minimize risk is leading to widespread changes. At the same time, providers
are innovating, adopting new technologies and considering new forms of
governance and competitive dynamics. Reinventing Market Infrastructures
explores how these factors are reshaping the infrastructure landscape across
the globe.  

Returning to the fast track for long-term growth demands much more than
finding and evaluating market and product opportunities. Banks must also
possess the resources and will to vigorously pursue those opportunities. With
this in mind, Corporate and Investment Banking Needs New Paths to Sustain
Growth discusses the importance of internal perspective and the need to
transform legacy business models and institutional capabilities in corporate
and investment banking to better align with the realities of today’s banking
environment. The article presents four approaches to developing a sustain-
able long-term growth strategy, suggesting that various blends of these ap-
proaches may be needed to pursue diverse market opportunities.

The environment facing the financial services industry remains unsettled.
However, extended reliance on short-term tactics inevitably leads to dimin-
ishing returns. Restoring growth should become a priority for banks that
are not already in a growth mode. On a still more positive note, promising
opportunities in payments and securities are emerging globally on numer-
ous fronts and await those prepared to respond with foresight, innovation
and determination.

We hope you find these articles informative and thought-provoking, and
welcome your feedback at paymentspractice@mckinsey.com.

Wouter De Ploey, Director, McKinsey & Company

Javier Pérez-Tasso, Head of Marketing, SWIFT





Emerging Payments Opportunities in the Middle East and Africa

Transaction-focused banks can tap into growth by help-

ing develop international payments instruments and col-

lection and payments infrastructures, and by taking ad-

vantage of new technologies to serve the unbanked

and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 

The Middle East and Africa (MEA)1 are beginning to attract the long-deserved
attention of transaction bankers. While payments in this region are still largely
cash-based, growing consumer demand and increasing trade flows are cre-
ating meaningful opportunities for transaction-service providers. Indeed,
Africa now has the world’s fastest-growing work force, one that is expected
to overtake those of China and India by 2040; furthermore, by 2020, Africa’s
middle class will comprise 128 million households, more than half of its popu-
lation. Meanwhile, the Middle East, in particular the Gulf Cooperation Council2

region (GCC), continues to be a remittance and trade finance hub, represent-
ing 8 to 10 percent of trade flows worldwide. 

Combined payments and trade finance revenues in the region now exceed
$50 billion, representing about 45 percent of total bank revenues. This is ap-
proximately equal to India’s total payments revenues and exceeds the com-
bined payments revenues of Central and Eastern Europe. Domestic
payments and transaction accounts generate about 70 percent of revenues,
while cards produce about 10 percent and trade finance and cross-border
payments about 20 percent (Exhibit 1, page 6). Africa and the Middle East
are also significant contributors to global trade flows, generating trade fi-

Emerging Payments
Opportunities in the 
Middle East and Africa
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2 Includes Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
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nance-related revenues of over $6 billion—more than 10 percent of the world
total. The region also generates $3.5 billion in cross-border payments rev-
enues, about 14 percent of the global total. Add to this the growing interest
of leading financial institutions in regional corporate banking and it becomes
clear why Africa and the Middle East are experiencing an important transfor-
mation in transaction banking.

Given changing market dynamics in the region, there are substantial opportu-
nities for transaction-focused bankers and vendors. They can tap into growth
not only by supporting the rapid development of market infrastructures, but
also by leveraging new technologies to serve both unbanked consumers and
SMEs. These opportunities have already captured the attention of many non-
bank innovators, which are rapidly entering these markets—new players in-
clude mobile-service providers such as MTN Group in South Africa and 
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Uganda or Tigo Pesa in Ghana and Tanzania; payments-gateway providers
such as JamboPay in Kenya; and specialist processors such as Net1 and
WIZZIT Payments. Success in this promising but complex region will come
only through a solid understanding of its diverse market behaviors, infrastruc-
ture needs, competitive landscapes, compliance requirements and rapidly
developing economic structures.

Differences in customer behavior

MEA markets remain heavily cash-driven; 99 percent of all transactions are
still cash-based. However, major differences exist throughout the region.
Generally, national markets fit into one of three categories: advanced, devel-
oping and emerging (Exhibit 2). 

Emerging Payments Opportunities in the Middle East and Africa
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On the one hand the region has very advanced markets, such as South
Africa and the GCC countries, all of which possess well-developed banking
and payments systems and exhibit payments behavior similar to that of Euro-
pean nations such as Turkey and Poland. Use of electronic payments is rela-
tively high, services for trade and
cross-border cash management are
well developed, and payments infra-
structures are well established.
Nonetheless, there are often disparities
between sophisticated banking cus-
tomers and a sizable population of un-
derbanked consumers and small
businesses. Consequently, significant
needs remain, especially in the areas of
payments collections and disburse-
ment, remittance processing and working-capital management for SMEs.
Payments revenues in advanced countries range from between $200 and
$600 per capita, within range of those in the European Union.

On the other hand, many payments markets in the region are only just
emerging, with quite low formal banking levels and virtually all payments still
made in cash, with electronic payments chiefly limited to larger corpora-
tions and multinationals. However, there are encouraging signs in large
countries such as Nigeria, Angola and Ghana, with concerted efforts to
drive efficient noncash payments.

The developing markets are even more interesting. Although they still lack
more formal banking landscapes, they handle far more noncash payments.
This is driven mainly by new payments products being introduced to replace
cash. These might be cards, as in Tunisia and Lebanon, or, increasingly, mo-
bile payments. In fact, mobile payments are why Kenya, which has the same
bank penetration as Morocco and Angola, has three to four times more non-
cash payments; the same comparison holds between Uganda and Nigeria. In
Kenya, mobile payments are a particularly strong performer, generating more
transactions than all other noncash payments forms combined.

Differences in revenue models 

To date, Africa and the Middle East generate 4.5 billion noncash transactions
annually, mostly via cards and direct debits/credits. These transactions and
the resulting $50 billion in revenues they produce are concentrated in a few
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major markets, the three largest being Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and South
Africa. Their combined revenues represent more than half of the region’s
total, but with varying sources of revenue (Exhibit 3). 

South Africa, which accounts for one-fourth of MEA revenues, draws most
revenues from transactional accounts, but unlike other MEA markets also
sees substantial card-related results. South Africa generates only 6 percent
of its revenues from trade and cross-border payments. Nigeria, by contrast,
generates $6.5 billion in payment revenues, largely from interest on current
accounts, which are mostly corporate. Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, generates
about 45 percent of its transaction revenue from trade and cross-border pay-
ments, and only 18 percent from corporate accounts.

Given the substantial differences between earning models, success in trans-
action banking will depend on bankers’ ability to address local needs and
cultures with customized approaches.

Emerging Payments Opportunities in the Middle East and Africa
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Opportunities borne of challenges

To find success in the MEA region transaction bankers must overcome cer-
tain hurdles—however, those challenges harbor the seeds of opportunity.
Three opportunities are particularly promising: leveraging growing interna-
tional connectivity to bolster trade and remittances; using new technologies
to serve unbanked consumers and businesses; and developing infrastructure
capable of leapfrogging legacy systems.

Leveraging growing international connectivity

The MEA region has displayed strong growth as an international banking and
finance hub. Not only have trade-related revenues grown significantly, but so
too has the number of major companies that are active in the region, from
Mobile Telephone Networks in telecommunications and General Electric in in-
dustrial goods to Procter & Gamble, Coca-Cola, SABMiller, Massmart and
Walmart in consumer goods and retail. In fact, well over 40 Fortune 500
companies now have operations in Africa and the Middle East. This ultimately
increases international work force mobility, not only to traditional GCC desti-
nations, but also within the African continent.

Putting Growth Back on the Banking Agenda
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For transaction bankers, opportunities are emerging in regional trade finance,
cash management and remittances. 

Regional trade finance. In regional trade finance, MEA flows are among the
fastest growing worldwide, driven by Asia’s increasing demand for natural re-
sources and the Middle East’s hunger for Asian finished goods (Exhibit 4). Or-
ganizing services for trade and cross-border payments for MEA companies
was traditionally based on north-south trade flows, with American and Euro-
pean banks leading the market.
However, strong growth in south-
south trade means that success
now requires more comprehen-
sive solutions.

Export and import patterns vary
substantially by market, suggest-
ing a need for corridor-specific
commodity approaches. Oil and
gas exports dominate in GCC
countries and Nigeria, for exam-
ple, while countries like Ethiopia
and Kenya trade mostly food and
manufactured goods. Imports are
similarly diverse. Structured trade finance solutions can do much to over-
come such commodity trade differences, especially in the region’s lower- and
middle-income countries.

While trade in the region has grown strongly, few trade financing tools are
widely available. This suggests that the majority of trade transactions in
lower- and middle-income countries are still cash-based, requiring importers
to pay cash to suppliers in advance. Importers therefore finance their trades
with short-term loans from local banks, frequently incurring interest rates of
15 percent or more. This leads to strong credit arbitrage across trade corri-
dors. Banks that offer supply-chain financing and have footprints that extend
across trade corridors can benefit from intermediating these trade flows.

Islamic structured trade finance. Opportunities in this arena are also on the
rise. As with other forms of Islamic financing, Sharia principles prohibit inter-
est from being paid. In 2012, the International Islamic Trade Finance Corpora-
tion increased its Islamic trade finance approvals by 47 percent overall, and
by 33 percent in the MEA region. Its disbursals grew by more than 40 per-

Emerging Payments Opportunities in the Middle East and Africa
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cent, demonstrating significant demand for Islamic trade finance, especially
in the government and SME segments. 

International corporate cash management. More companies are establishing
operations in multiple MEA countries, but in doing so they encounter a wide
variety of payments alternatives, systems and also providers. McKinsey sees
two types of banks being well positioned to seize this opportunity. 

First, global players like Citi or Standard Chartered are often better positioned
to support international companies, not only within the MEA region, but also
globally. By contrast, regional institutions with established regional networks,
such as Ecobank and Standard Bank, are making strong inroads in transac-
tion banking. These regional leaders can also provide market access for in-
ternational banks eager to better serve their clients in these markets.
Examples include the Standard Bank-ICBC partnership and the Ecobank-
Nedbank alliance. To succeed, these banks will need not only a network, but
also a regional transaction platform, high operating speed and low error
rates, well-trained product specialists and a knowledgeable sales force.

Putting Growth Back on the Banking Agenda
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Worker remittances. The GCC is the world’s second-largest originator of re-
mittance payments, providing more than $70 billion annually, flowing not just
to such nations as India and the Philippines, but to the entire MEA region
(Exhibit 5). Africa’s growing migrant-worker populations sent nearly $50 bil-
lion via formal remittances in 2011. Money-transfer specialists such as
Western Union and local exchange houses captured most of the resulting
revenue,  which exceeded $4 billion. 

Growth in remittance volumes and accompanying revenue streams have
now caught the attention of mainstream banks, which are increasingly ac-
tive in this arena, leveraging mobile phone and other technologies to serve
underbanked populations. One example of this is the National Commercial
Bank in Saudi Arabia, which introduced QuickPay in partnership with Mon-
eyGram to offer remittance customers access to banking services via multi-
ple channels, including ATM, online and telephone.

Using new technologies to reach underserved segments

While digital service providers in developed markets cater to customer de-
mands with the likes of coupons, games and 24-hour access, in less de-
veloped markets providers
respond to more basic consumer
needs. It is no coincidence that
most successful mobile-money
products resulted from workers’
genuine need to securely remit
payments to distant places where
payments infrastructures were
underdeveloped—still a common
situation in many African coun-
tries. Similarly, we believe that
new technologies and processes will create additional opportunities
throughout the MEA region.

Developing new service models for unbanked consumers. About half of
Africa’s urban adults use the Internet regularly, often in Internet cafes. High
mobile penetration and increasing availability of smart mobile devices are
also creating payments opportunities that go beyond delivering basic serv-
ices. Customers of South Africa’s First National Bank, for example, can now
send some payments electronically. And some local merchants who lack
point-of-sale (POS) terminals and accounting systems now use tablet com-

Emerging Payments Opportunities in the Middle East and Africa
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puters to accept payments, effectively leapfrogging legacy POS technologies.
About 10 percent of urban Africans currently use mobile money, but another
30 percent say they are willing to use it. In Kenya, 68 percent of adults al-
ready use mobile-money payments. Similar market characteristics exist in
many parts of the Middle East. 

Acquiring 20 percent of unbanked MEA domestic flows would produce $10
billion to $12 billion in additional payments revenues. These include not only
person-to-person payments but also government disbursement and digital
payroll solutions, such as the prepaid cards emerging in the United Arab
Emirates. Cashless payments have a critical role in establishing financial
records for unbanked users and also educate them about financial services,
facilitating their advance toward full banking relationships. Some regulators
are helping to drive such new initiatives
(e.g., the Central Bank of Nigeria’s
Cashless Lagos initiative).

Winning in the SME arena. The region’s
SMEs present yet another important
opportunity. The Middle East has be-
tween 9 and 11 million micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises. SMEs pro-
duce 40 percent of Africa’s GDP and
provide half of its jobs—yet one of every two SMEs there still cannot obtain
adequate official funding. In a recent survey by the World Bank, 93 percent of
respondents said the biggest obstacle to obtaining funding was the lack of
transparency. Engaging SMEs in electronic payments not only brings in new
business, but also helps to create this needed transparency. 

For regional business banks, better serving these SMEs could create more
than $40 billion in new revenue. Beyond offering funding, developing alter-
native ways to collect payments for businesses and better ways to organ-
ize trade could improve SMEs’ working-capital performance while
providing attractive margins for banks. Some are introducing products
(e.g., South Africa’s Nedbank’s PocketPOS) that enable merchants with
smartphones to accept card payments, thereby lowering the card-accep-
tance threshold. Nonbank providers are also finding opportunities, as illus-
trated by MasterCard’s launch of its Internet Gateway Service in Nigeria.
The service handles invoice processing, batch payments and recurring
transactions, in addition to card payments.

Putting Growth Back on the Banking Agenda
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Developing infrastructure

Payments infrastructures in the MEA region remain under development. Many
countries still lack central clearing, standardization and secure international
links. Key elements of payments acceptance—including POS devices, clear-
ing networks and even basic cash-handling options like ATMs—need further
development in many places. However, some innovative approaches are
emerging to address these shortfalls.

Leapfrogging solutions. In Europe and the United States, banks have histori-
cally controlled major payments infrastructures; it is only recently that they
have begun considering the commercial and independent roles of infrastruc-
tures. By contrast, commercial nonbank vendors in MEA have begun to fill
certain infrastructure gaps. Examples include privately owned card processors
and acquirers such as Network International and Emerging Markets Payments
Holdings, and privately operated clearinghouses and card switches, including
Unified Payment Services in Nige-
ria and Loita Capital Partners,
which owns clearing and switch-
ing operations in Kenya, Zambia
and Zimbabwe.

Some MEA countries made
leaps by investing directly in re-
gional payments systems before
even introducing them at the national level. Examples include the West
African Clearing House, which was established in 1996 to autonomously
handle cross-border transactions for the Economic Community of West
African States. It now also handles 95 percent of Ghana’s domestic pay-
ments. The East African Payment System and Arab Committee on Payment
& Settlement Systems are apparently considering similar initiatives.

Capturing acceptance and collections. Although 60 percent of Africa’s
banked adults are cardholders, usage remains low because merchant ac-
ceptance has lagged. Building acceptance of cards and other digital pay-
ments forms would likely have a powerful impact. Increasing merchant trust
and education, simplifying on-boarding and creating affordable product offer-
ings will help advance electronic payments, especially outside of urban areas.

Beyond cards, few efficient means for collecting consumer payments have
been introduced in the region to date. Markets that did develop these capa-

Emerging Payments Opportunities in the Middle East and Africa
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bilities, as Saudi Arabia has done with SADAD, suggest that offering these
services may well trigger significant growth. Providing convenient bill-pay-
ment options would enable banks to enjoy a growing revenue base and, im-
portantly, provide a meaningful incentive for consumers to pay via established
financial systems.

* * *

Demographics, infrastructure needs and market expectations in the Middle
East and Africa hold the promise of meaningful and sustainable growth.
Building the region’s per-capita payments revenues to just 40 percent of
South Africa’s current levels would generate an additional transaction-based
revenue pool of $60 billion to $70 billion—a goal that could be achieved
within a decade. This will create compelling earnings opportunities for all cat-
egories of transaction-service providers. 

Global transaction banks are well placed to serve multinational companies en-
tering the region and to capture associated global trade opportunities. Large
regional banks can target multinationals firms as they expand across the re-
gion, and even partner with Asian and European banks to pursue growing in-
ternational commerce and trade. Global and large regional transaction banks
might also compete with local banks in the SME arena and pursue intra-re-
gional remittance opportunities. Mean-
while, domestic banks will find
compelling opportunities in serving do-
mestic businesses, the underbanked,
card acquirers and SME payments. Do-
mestic banks could also expand their
footprints, or form alliances with regional
players to better serve regionally ex-
panding domestic firms. Nonbank ven-
dors and specialized processors stand to gain substantially from supporting
banks, and could also pursue new markets in areas like infrastructure develop-
ment and collections. And card issuers will have opportunities to partner with
local and regional banks in a region that is rapidly developing its card pay-
ments appetite and infrastructure. Corporate clients on their end will find the
changes in the industry beneficial thanks to growing sophistication of solutions,
increasing local service levels solutions and heightened regional competition.

Now is the time for banks to establish a foothold in the region. Early movers
can build solid foundations while helping define the region’s business models
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and operating frameworks. Choosing the wrong model could delay growth
and ultimately lead to a less profitable industry. Banks should therefore work
with regulators from the outset to establish revenue models that can sustain
growth and provide accessibility and fair returns to users.

These markets also demand innovative approaches that will blend existing
and new technologies to address the unique needs of the region’s diverse
cultures. It has yet to be defined how banks will bring payments in the MEA
region to the next level—but those that move wisely during these early stages
should find themselves well positioned to capitalize on sizable opportunities
in payments and transaction banking.

Mutsa Chironga is an associate principal in McKinsey’s Johannesburg office; Olivier Denecker

is a director of knowledge for Payments in the Brussels office; and Hans-Martin Stockmeier 

is a director in the Dubai office, where Shailesh Tiwari is an associate principal.
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The Dynamics of New Trade Flows

Global trends show that international trade is growing

faster than global GDP, and that over the medium term

growth in trade flows should outpace growth in GDP by

20 percent. Trade flows are also becoming increasingly

complex. From aerospace and automotive manufactur-

ing to home electronics, the products available to con-

sumers and businesses represent a broad array of sup-

pliers in distant locations. Asia is the undisputed center

of global trade growth, driving expansion in Africa and

other emerging markets. To capture value in this in-

creasingly complex arena, banks must take a granular

approach: determine where to play, whom to serve and

how to achieve the reach and flexibility necessary to

strengthen customer relationships. 

Not even the largest global bank can aspire to connect, with the required
depth, all the new, geographically dispersed trading markets, most of
which have been peripheral to until recently. New approaches to partner-
ships (including deeper organizational and technological integration among
partners) are one of the main avenues to explore in the effort to remain rel-
evant in the trade finance landscape.

Cross-border trade is bigger, freer and more complex 

In most markets across the globe, commercial activity is increasingly depend-
ent on international transactional services. In 2012, exports represented 32
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percent of world GDP, up from 20 percent in 1990. We expect that the share
of exports relative to GDP will continue to rise, reaching 35 percent by 20201

(Exhibit 1). The long-term growth in international trade can be attributed to a
variety of factors, including growth of the middle class in emerging markets
(especially in Asia) and trade liberalization. 

Tariffs have declined steadily, as the number of intraregional and cross-regional
free trade agreements increased from 45 in the 1980s to more than 240 in
the 2000s. The short-term trends, however, give some reason for vigilance,
as protectionist measures have increased since 2009. Tariffs actually in-
creased both in developed countries (in 2009) and in emerging markets (in
2012), and national governments have leveraged non-tariff measures even
more extensively to protect domestic markets (Exhibit 2). The most frequent
measures are trade remedy actions, in particular the initiation of anti-dumping
investigations and the imposition of increasingly stringent customs proce-
dures. Argentina, for example, now requires that mining imports be reported
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Exhibit 1

Despite the financial crisis, trade flows are expected to represent 
35% of global GDP by 2020 

1 Projection is based on McKinsey’s Global Growth Model.
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120 days in advance. It is not unusual for protectionist gestures to increase
in times of crisis; similar moves in the late 1990s and early 2000s were, in
fact, more pronounced. Overall, there are strong indications that the long-
term trend of liberalization will resume. However, trade finance organizations
should remain alert to the risks of protectionist intervention and the potential
impact on operational costs and customer demands.

More complex and diversified 

Another critical factor behind international trade growth is the increasing
fragmentation of the value chain, as companies seek to reduce costs and
boost the quality of intermediate goods. Multiple examples from aeronautics,
telecommunications, consumer packaged goods and other industries illus-
trate the increasing reliance on parts and components from specialized exter-
nal providers spread across diverse geographies. Boeing is a good
illustration of the trend: in the late 1960s when it launched its 737 plane, only
10 percent of production was outsourced; today almost 80 percent of pro-
duction for Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner is outsourced to specialized providers.
This increasing interdependence makes any impulse toward more protection-
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ism problematic, as it ultimately hits domestic players that rely on foreign
partners at various steps of their value chain.

Documentary business at the crossroads

While the long-term trend shows a steady increase in the share of global
trade handled through open accounts, McKinsey’s Global Payments Map
shows that following the 2008 crisis the documentary business jumped from
19 percent of cross-border trade volumes in 2008 to 25 percent in 2011, ac-
counting for $5.4 trillion in 2011. SWIFT message data confirm this trend,
which follows primarily from a decline in trust and confidence among trading
partners, both in emerging and developed countries. The latter traditionally
have accounted for a low proportion of documentary services, but the bank-
ing crisis in Europe has spurred demand for documentary services in trade
with Southern European countries. However, the boom in documentary serv-
ices is likely to prove temporary, and early figures from 2012 suggest that the
long-term rise of open account transactions will continue to put pressure on
the documentary business. 

Trade services, including documentary credit, remain an extremely attractive
business for banks, but they are increasingly complex and costly, due in part
to tighter regulatory controls, particularly Basel III and know-your-customer
(KYC) requirements. It is important for banks, collectively, to provide trade
platforms that simplify corporate processes, reduce costs and enable clients
to conduct business anywhere.

The shift to Asia

According to HSBC Global Research, in each of the past five years growth in
Asia has added more to global GDP than the G3 (the European Union, Japan
and the United States). Furthermore, 2013 is the year of the “big cross-over,”
when emerging markets will generate more than half of global GDP, calcu-
lated on the basis of purchasing-power parity.

Asia will soon be the largest trade region

Growth within Asia is also accelerating trade on a worldwide basis, with intra-
Asia trade already contributing more to global trade growth than intra-Europe
trade (Exhibit 3). If growth continues at the same pace, Asia should surpass
Europe as the largest regional trading area by 2016, with obvious implica-
tions for the structure of the trade finance industry. Research by Greenwich
shows that nearly 75 percent of Asian corporates’ trade finance spending is
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devoted to domestic and intra-Asia trade flows. In addition, ongoing integra-
tion among countries in the Association of South East Asian Nations should
increase trade within Asia. 

Asia drives growth of new corridors 

In cross-regional trade, the emphasis is increasingly on corridors linking Asia
with fast-growing markets in Latin America, Africa and the Middle East. Trade
among emerging markets grew by an impressive 14 percent between 2007
and 2012. In the same period, trade among developed countries2 grew by a
meager 1 percent. 

Asia’s impact on growth in Africa is particularly striking. Africa’s trade with
Asia grew twice as fast as that with Europe in absolute terms between 2007
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and 2012 (Exhibit 4), and Asia is on track to replace Europe as Africa’s main
trading partner by 2017. China alone accounts for 16 percent of all African
trade, compared with 9 percent for the United States and 6 percent for
France, Africa’s second- and third-largest trading partners. 

High-growth markets exposed to commodities risk

Commodities have been crucial to trade growth worldwide, accounting for
more than one-quarter of absolute trade growth from 2007 to 2011 (Exhibit
5). However, the 4-percent decline in global commodities trade poses a
threat, particularly for emerging markets, where raw materials and intermedi-
ate products, such as mineral fuels, account for approximately 35 percent of
exports. The relative importance of commodities for African exports is even
higher (approximately 55 percent) compared to emerging Asia (approximately
20 percent). Though heavily exposed to commodities volatility, Africa has
been remarkably resilient, maintaining 22 percent annual growth in exports to
Asia (2007-12). The key question is whether Africa will transition from a
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largely commodities market to a strong internal economy, as has happened in
Asia, with steady growth in manufacturing. 

Client needs diverge across developed and emerging markets

Trade services support international commerce in three main ways: risk miti-
gation, financing and coordinating the transfer of documents with the move-
ment of goods. The specific reasons for which a company turns to a bank for
support in cross-border trade vary according to diverse factors.

Pricing, quality and reach (a combination of international network and local
presence) are the top factors influencing a corporate treasurer’s choice of
trade services provider. Greenwich research shows that U.S. and Asian com-
panies tend to view pricing as the most important of several decision factors.
In Europe, it is the second key factor, after quality and capability.

The motivations for using trade services also vary between developed and
emerging markets. According to Greenwich, both in Europe and the United
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States, the two primary reasons to use trade services are risk mitigation
and trade counterparty requests (61 percent and 79 percent in Europe and
37 percent and 68 percent in North America, respectively). In emerging
markets, corporates view trade services primarily as a way of financing
transactions. Greenwich reports that 25 percent of trade services fees paid
by corporates in Asia are directly related to financing needs, while this
share is only 13 percent in Europe and 8 percent in North America. 

Organizational structure is another factor in corporate buying decisions.
In Europe and North America, decisions tend to be made centrally. For
large corporates headquartered in Asia, buying decisions are more often
the responsibility of local offices. (Fifty-eight percent of corporates sur-
veyed by Greenwich in Europe make decisions at the headquarters level
versus 17 percent at the local or regional level,3 compared with 52 per-
cent versus 31 percent in the United States and 34 percent versus 62
percent in Asia.)

With the increasing fragmentation of the value chain, banks will need to
learn how to best address the growing needs of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs), which on a global basis are increasingly active in cross-
border trade. Companies in this fast-growing client segment often have less
sophisticated needs and tend to rely on existing cash management banking
relationships. Along with risk mitigation, the priority for SMEs is typically to
optimize working capital, but existing solutions often fall short of expecta-
tions, with banks not being able to fully answer SME financing needs, lead-
ing to a substantial financing gap, especially in emerging markets.

Intensify the impact of limited resources

Trade services are crucial to large corporates and a growing number of
SMEs, and any bank that cannot support its clients’ increasingly diverse and
geographically extensive trading demands places these relationships at risk.
However, it is important to recognize that not even the largest bank can af-
ford to maintain a presence across all geographies with the same depth. We
believe that each bank must adopt a granular approach, focusing its
strengths on core markets and expanding its geographical and client reach
through innovative partnerships. Banks should also revamp the documentary
business, ideally as part of a long-term vision for supply chain finance.
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1. Target segments where the bank can outperform the competition

Whether they segment their client base by company size, industry sector,
type of needs or the geographical endpoints of clients’ trade relationships,
banks must choose carefully which segments to compete in and which
strengths to leverage. The increasing complexity in both trading flows and
corporate needs makes it ever harder to be truly distinctive across the board. 

2. Take a CFO perspective

Corporates and banks see things differently. While many bankers still caution
that Basel III will discourage or even reduce international trade by prompting
banks to raise fees or exit the business, current research by Greenwich
shows that corporate treasurers
are generally less pessimistic
about the potential impact of
Basel III on trade finance pricing.
For a bank to become the leading
provider to a particular segment,
it must cultivate a CFO perspec-
tive across the entire organiza-
tion, including product
management and technology as
well as frontline sales and rela-
tionship management. Bankers should focus on key challenges from the
client’s point of view: reducing days sales outstanding, minimizing the cash
buffer, and leveraging strong and granular credit rating capabilities to secure
the best financing terms. 

3. Optimize network coverage through innovative partnerships

No organization can sustain a significant presence across the diversity of
endpoints now handling substantial trade volumes. Global banks’ large but
often thin networks were typically designed to cater to the needs of large cor-
porate clients based in Europe or the United States and are costly to main-
tain. Regional and domestic banks typically enjoy strong relationships with
SMEs, but they need access to an increasing number of foreign markets and
want to defend against global players reaching down-market. Correspondent
banking and “white label” arrangements already address these gaps to some
extent, but they usually provide only limited functionality within local markets
and often do not cover new corridors adequately. 
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Global partnerships can enable an individual bank to comprehensively serve
the geographic and functional needs of its clients in a cost-effective way.
Technologically innovative alliances can extend access to underserved mar-
kets with new ways of doing business. The airline industry’s multicarrier al-
liances have improved scheduling options and reduced operating expenses;
automotive manufacturers have invested in shared manufacturing facilities
to reach scale and improve profitability in a given market. In trade services,
multiplayer alliances that integrate operations and technology architecture
would allow banks (and nonbank providers) to combine geographical
breadth and local depth while delivering high quality and rich functionality to
diverse endpoints, many of which are in currently underserved markets. 

4. Digitize the traditional documentary workflow 

Documentary credit continues to serve as a vital source of risk mitigation
and access to financing for trading partners of all sizes. However, banks
should optimize the costs and timeliness of documentary services in order
to provide a sustainable alternative to open account transactions, which
increasingly are corporates’ preferred avenue. Many trade banks have
simplified processes, removing manual steps and digitizing paper docu-
ments, but these improvements still fall short of straight-through process-
ing. An illustration of industry-wide innovation for supporting open account
transactions is the Bank Payment Obligation (BPO) offered jointly by
SWIFT and The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). The BPO is an
irrevocable interbank promise executed upon the electronic matching of
invoice, shipping and other data. The ISO 20022 format used in the BPO
allows for straight-through processing between trading parties and their
respective banks, thereby eliminating the burden of manual processing
and reducing costs for banks and corporates alike.

5. Supply-chain finance is a way to go down-market

By serving companies along the entire supply chain, banks can support the
75 to 85 percent of trade flows transacted through open accounts. While
banks differ in how they define supply-chain finance (SCF), the fundamental
driver is the need to optimize working capital, and the opportunity is signifi-
cant. The Asian Development Bank estimates that the trade finance gap in
developing Asia amounts to $425 billion, mostly hampering SMEs’ ability to
grow. Might SCF succeed where banks’ traditional trade finance and lending
products are failing?
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SCF can also address pressures mounting due to Basel III, which may further
limit SME access to trade finance. It should also enable banks to leverage their
existing relationships with large importers to provide SMEs the benefit of credit
arbitrage. In order to meet the working capital needs of SMEs, banks would
need to balance the demand for affordability and user-friendliness on the front
end with complex and expensive technology infrastructure on the back end, all
while maintaining flexibility to cater to diverse and evolving needs. 

* * *

Careful analysis of trade data reveals a complex market with ample opportuni-
ties for national, regional and global players. If banks and other trade service
providers are to reap sustained benefits from the impressive expansion of in-
ternational trade, they must first understand the geographic linkages, industry
trends and evolving risk dynamics shaping the trade landscape. By adopting a
granular approach, banks can concentrate their strengths for optimal effect. In
most, if not all, cases, this will require new thinking about partnerships and al-
liances, in order to establish the balance of global reach and local depth nec-
essary to meet client needs and support continued trade growth.

Chris Ip is a director in McKinsey’s Singapore office, Florent Istace is a payments knowledge 

expert in the Brussels office, Akash Lal is a principal in the Mumbai office, and Tommaso Natale

is a principal in the Milan office. 
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Reinventing Market
Infrastructures

To function effectively, the payments and securities

businesses need market infrastructures that operate

efficiently, meet regulatory requirements, and minimize

systemic and operational risk. In the wake of the global

financial crisis, governments, central banks and regula-

tors have been developing new regulations to prevent

future crises. Exactly how these regulations will play

out is uncertain, but they are sure to change the way

business is done and likely to lead to higher transac-

tion processing costs for financial institutions – and

their clients. 

Infrastructures must meet rising demands from other stakeholders as well.
Consumers and businesses want transactions to be processed faster, even in
real time, and through alternative channels, all without compromising security
or risk management. Governments want markets for goods and services to
be more secure and less dependent on physical cash, which can be hidden
inside the economy at the expense of forfeited GDP and lost tax revenues.
Regulators want more transparency into transactions as well as adequate
collateral to prevent future crises and present greater barriers to fraud and
other abuse.

Other factors are also contributing to change and uncertainty over market in-
frastructures. Technological advances such as cloud computing and increas-
ing communications capacity are creating opportunities to innovate and
improve efficiency. Regulation can do the same by pushing markets to inno-
vate around new constraints – or it can have the opposite effect by limiting
degrees of freedom and absorbing significant resources. 

Reinventing Market Infrastructures
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Stakeholders navigating through these changes should bear in mind that dif-
ferent countries have different priorities that reflect their exposure to the eco-
nomic crisis and their level of development. Some countries are focusing
primarily on risk and costs, others on innovation, while many emerging
economies are engaged in building market infrastructures from scratch.

Finally, which forms of ownership, governance and competitive dynamics are
most suitable for market infrastructures is still open to debate. Consolidated
utilities could be efficient scale operators, are easy to regulate and may help
reduce risk. On the other hand, competing for-profit infrastructures could
offer a better environment for innovation and price competition. Balancing in-
centives and maintaining a level playing field remain difficult, and the reality of
legacy systems slows things down. As yet there is no clear view on where
market infrastructures are heading; for instance, the centralizing of securities
settlement under the European Central Bank under TARGET2-Securities
(T2S) was supposed to reduce the number of central securities depositories
(CSDs) in the European Union, yet new entrants have continued to emerge.

Infrastructures in flux 

After the financial crisis in 2008, many countries reacted by introducing new
regulations designed to provide greater stability and control for securities and
payments markets. This was particularly true in the U.S. and Western Eu-
rope, whose financial sectors had been hit hard. Regulators tried to drive as
much risk out of market infrastructures as possible. In payments markets in
particular, they were at pains to build stronger regulations to protect con-
sumers from potential transgressions
on the part of bankers and their pay-
ments infrastructure networks, espe-
cially in the card space. Network
providers mainly focused on offering
stakeholders capabilities to reduce
costs while maintaining necessary con-
sumer protections.

However, some countries, such as
Canada and Australia, were much better
at weathering the economic storms, and
consequently their regulatory groups and market participants have been push-
ing for market infrastructures to innovate and build less costly and more effi-
cient networks. Providers have been encouraged to find new ways to move
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transactions from paper to electronic and to design infrastructures that sup-
port market growth and expanding network capabilities. Although not the first
countries to migrate to real-time or faster payments environments, they were
able to put more thought into their use of data to provide richer capabilities
within networks. This is especially important in markets such as business-to-
business payments, where data is essential to seamless processing.

Meanwhile, many emerging markets have been able to watch what was hap-
pening in developed markets and use technology to make a leap forward in
their infrastructure capabilities. While cash still dominates their payments struc-
tures, they are building capabilities around mobile payments and other new
technologies and often leapfrogging developed markets in the process. Migrat-
ing payments infrastructures from
cash to electronics could have a
profound impact on their GDP and
taxes (see sidebar, page 34).

Although circumstances vary from
country to country, all market in-
frastructures are under pressure
to provide greater levels of safety
and to innovate. When new regu-
lation is introduced to reduce risk, increase market transparency and improve
customer protection, there is a natural tendency for market infrastructure
providers and other stakeholders to be concerned with the impact on their
cost structure, but they should also be thinking about how they might be able
to use the new regulation to drive innovation, such as solutions that increase
collateral efficiency or improve the risk management algorithms in central
counterparties (CCPs). 

Regulatory change: Hindrance or help to innovation?

Like it or not, increased regulatory requirements are here to stay and sure to
make operations more complex. Many new regulations have been passed in
the U.S. and Europe (the 2009 Credit CARD Act, Dodd−Frank’s requirement
for the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, EMIR) or are under way (the
MiFID II review) to improve the safety and soundness of the payments and
securities markets following the financial crisis. As these regulatory changes
have been introduced, banks and securities dealers in particular have been
deeply concerned about the impact on their profitability, which in turn has in-
directly affected the infrastructure providers that act as their suppliers. 
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The flight from cash

Cash remains the primary payments instrument
in many emerging countries. As recently as
2008, it was used in 99 percent of all transac-
tions in India, 98 percent in China and 96 per-
cent in Russia. This reliance on cash makes it
harder to build strong market economies and
exposes countries to a loss of tax revenue from
the informal and black economies. For banks
and merchants, managing cash costs consid-
erably more than processing electronic trans-
actions. For the wider economy, cash in transit
or sitting on the shelf is losing the interest it
would attract on deposit. 

Many emerging economies are building elec-
tronic and digital payments capabilities in the
effort to shift away from cash. In Saudi Ara-
bia, which had 92 percent of payments in
cash in 2008, the central bank has been de-
veloping electronic payments programs for
several years. It has built a real-time gross
settlement capability, established SADAD, an
electronic billing and payments system, and
floated the idea of introducing an automated
clearing house network to drive low-value
payments electronically. Meanwhile Kenya is
making great strides in removing cash
through M-Pesa, which makes payments via
mobile phone SMS messages. 

Taking five countries with more than 90 per-
cent of their payments in cash as examples,
Exhibit A shows the expected increases in
GDP and tax revenues from a migration to

electronic and digital infrastructures. Our esti-
mates indicate that in most markets a half
percentage point uplift in GDP would gener-
ate sufficient tax revenues to cover the nec-
essary investment in electronic payments
infrastructures within the first year.1 For in-
stance, in Russia the potential GDP gain from
infrastructure migration could yield tax rev-
enues of $2.3 billion.

Although these benefits are compelling, there
are barriers to capturing them. The low pene-
tration of personal bank accounts in some
countries has made it harder to drive electronic
transactions, for instance. People in many mar-
kets have traditionally been distrustful of
banks, and at the same time banks have failed
to develop adequate value propositions for
large parts of the population. This barrier to
electronic transactions has been partly over-
come through mobile solutions such as M-
Pesa and Tigo Pesa, since mobile telephony is
ubiquitous. Another barrier is the presence of
strong informal economies in some countries
that operate through cash. In addition, many
employers in emerging markets have a long
history of making payroll payments to employ-
ees in cash, especially among smaller busi-
nesses and domestic workers. 

In developed markets, meanwhile, some cen-
tral banks and regulators have established na-
tional councils to help drive the process of
innovation in payments and create stronger in-

1 This assumes a conservative marginal tax rate of 25 percent and an infrastructure build cost of $250 million to $500 million across the entire industry
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frastructure. The Canadian Payments Associa-
tion has created rules to reduce the cost of
check processing and has been active in build-
ing frameworks for digital and electronic pay-
ments across multiple channels. Its efforts have
encouraged the acceptance of electronic plat-
forms as a means to drive out cost and im-
prove the efficiency of the payments market.

Some governments in Europe are helping to
promote electronic payments through electronic
invoicing. For instance, by requiring its contrac-
tors to invoice electronically, the Swedish gov-
ernment is eliminating costs in its accounts-
payables function, reinforcing the importance of
electronic payments in an efficient economy,
and setting an example for the private sector.
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For instance, the Basel III/CRD IV global capital regulation puts significant
pressure on return on equity, leading banks to seek to reduce their opera-
tional cost base as a lever to improve
profitability in the near term. At the
same time, changes in consumer
banking laws affecting debit-card fees
in the U.S. have had a lasting impact
on banks’ revenues, forcing them to
find other markets or businesses to
compensate. 

In addition to meeting ever-increasing
capital requirements of Basel III and
more conservative local regulations,
banks need more collateral for secured
funding (e.g., repos, securitization,
covered bonds, securities lending) for OTC derivatives that are cleared bi-
laterally or through CCPs. They also need to support their clients by pro-
viding netting solutions, mobilizing collateral and increasing the efficiency
of collateral transfers.

As this suggests, once market infrastructure providers and their stakehold-
ers get accustomed to regulatory changes, innovation often follows. Organi-
zations recognize the need to minimize the costs associated with complying
with the increased regulatory burden, and seek to benefit by offering new
services. In turn, market infrastructure providers develop innovative new
products to help their clients reduce regulatory-related costs such as the
cost of collateral. Among the many factors that spark innovation, regulatory
change has been one of the most important over the past few years.

In response to the increase in the number of OTC transactions passing
through CCPs, for instance, some providers are offering solutions that in-
crease collateral efficiency and transparency and improve risk control (see
sidebar next page). When trades are conducted through a CCP, a member
posts initial collateral to the CCP and provides daily margins. Using a CCP
is more efficient than collateralizing each trade individually because of CCP-
netting and the offsetting of margin requirements across trades. However,
as CCPs grow larger and more complex, they and their stakeholders have
recognized that managing all this collateral can be burdensome and difficult.
As a result, tri-party collateral capabilities have been introduced in which
collateral managers, such as large banks or international central securities
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depositories (ICSDs), assist CCPs in managing the collateral and provide de-
tailed reporting structures to help trading parties understand when there may
be issues regarding their collateral. 

As new concepts for tri-party collateral management have been intro-
duced, software and infrastructure providers have started to build new
software capabilities to help the CCPs and banks that own the collateral.
SWIFT and Clearstream, for example, have built on existing capabilities to
introduce new offerings to help banks manage their tri-party collateral
holdings more effectively. 

In the securities market, the introduction of T2S in Europe, which centralizes
securities settlement under the European Central Bank, is putting pressure on
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The rise of counterparty clearing
houses

From a regulatory perspective, Dodd−Frank’s
Title VII and the European Union’s Emerging
Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) will
require changes in the way that certain types
of bank-traded derivatives are handled in the
future. Both regulations call for increased
use of counterparty clearing houses. During
the financial crisis, CCPs were able to
weather the storm despite the turmoil in sur-
rounding markets. Their distinctive risk and
collateral management helped to prevent
losses among counterparties. They help to
reduce risk for market participants by acting
as counterparts to each trading member and
by compelling participants to collateralize
their exposure adequately.

As regulators push for more derivative
trades to go through CCPs, the future of
these institutions, and in particular their
safety and soundness, is coming under
scrutiny. Many regulators, particularly in Eu-
rope, have expressed a desire to have a 

number of CCPs in the derivatives market,
believing this is the best way to reduce risk
across the globe and prevent a single failure
from bringing down the entire market. How-
ever, from a purely economic standpoint, the
larger the CCP, the more efficiently it can
handle collateral for its members (in particu-
lar through the netting of exposures and
cross-asset-class margining), thus reducing
the cost of collateralization overall. Some
smaller players have started to combine –
for instance, SIX x-clear recently acquired
Oslo Clearing – which suggests they see
scale as key in remaining competitive.

On the other hand, if too much concentration
takes place, there could be a risk that super-
sized CCPs will develop, increasing systemic
risk and requiring more vigilant monitoring.
Regulators have struggled with institutions
that are “too big to fail” and were hoping to
prevent the emergence of massive entities
that control large portions of financial markets.
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CSDs to transform themselves and find ways to make up for the loss of set-
tlement fees by offering value-added services in securities processing. CSDs
are losing an important source of revenues at the very time they need to in-
vest in connecting themselves to the new T2S infrastructure. 

Meanwhile, securities exchanges, clearing houses and CSDs are facing increas-
ing competition. The introduction of best-execution rules in the US and Europe
has triggered fierce competition on the trading layer, with falling pricing and
eroding market shares for incumbent exchanges. One example in post-trading
is the emergence of new market entrants such as Bank of New York Mellon and
the London Stock Exchange Group, which are setting up CSD infrastructures to
connect to T2S and seeking opportunities to expand their services in the tradi-
tional space of securities depositories, putting CSDs under further pressure. EU
regulation is going a step further by requiring CCPs and CSDs to be open to
competing infrastructure. 

In general, as infrastructure providers come to accept the changes brought
by regulation, they build new products and services for their customers.
However, many of these customers, especially banks, continue to believe
that regulation creates an excessive burden that damages their profitability
and hinders their ability to sell products and services to their own customers.

The impact of new technologies 

New technologies are emerging either as the result of regulatory drives to im-
prove payments and securities markets or through an evolving process of
technological development and innovation. Australia and Canada have
pushed for more automation in their payments infrastructures, for instance,
whereas other countries have introduced real-time payments capabilities
without any prompting from regulators. 

Real-time payments

For most immediate payments, especially between individuals, cash is still
the dominant mechanism. However, cash can present problems with transac-
tion security and incur higher carrying costs. After years of talk, real-time
payments capability has become a reality in some markets, providing oppor-
tunities for consumers to use new payments channels such as smartphones,
and enabling governments to reduce their cash usage. In the past few years,
Poland, Mexico, the United Kingdom and Sweden have all developed real-
time payments infrastructures.
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Bankgirot, Sweden’s bank-owned proprietary clearing system, has developed
a real-time payments capability that is available 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year and includes a mobile payments facility known as Swish. Customers can
use their mobile phone to make real-time payments from their bank account
to a recipient’s bank account. Payments for goods or services that would
previously have been made in cash can now be moved from one bank ac-
count to another in seconds.

Similarly, the United Kingdom has seen huge growth in real-time pay-
ments. From a total of 10 billion automated clearing house and ATM trans-
actions processed per year, 10 percent go through the real-time Faster
Payments Service.

Real-time payments capabilities like these help financial institutions balance
the eternal equation of risk versus operational cost. Payments risk is re-
duced through the immediacy of the transactions, and fraudulent transac-
tions can be quickly detected and blocked. Transactions are routed through
appropriate sanction-scanning engines to prevent money laundering and
other criminal activities.

The shift to cloud computing

A major trend affecting payments and securities infrastructures is the migra-
tion of IT platforms. Most infrastructures still rely on traditional mainframe
technology platforms, which require extensive customization whenever infra-
structure changes are needed. To be successful in the markets, both financial
institutions and the infrastructures they use need to be capable of quickly de-
veloping and deploying new solutions. 

The switch to cloud technology is complex and fraught with anxiety. Safe-
guarding data security and privacy is a major concern. Attacks on cloud plat-
forms like those used by Google and Facebook have left financial institutions,
central banks and regulatory authorities worried about the possibility of
cyber-crime and fraud. The recent IOSCO report on cyber-security in stock
exchanges noted that most attacks so far have been disruptive in nature,
with cyber-criminals attacking servers through denial of service and malware.
Large clouds could be vulnerable to environmental security risks of this kind,
and market infrastructure providers will need to ensure they have proper con-
trols in place to detect and prevent attacks.

Seeking more robust security capabilities as well as an environment that sup-
ports greater agility, some companies are building private cloud architectures.
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These allow institutions to implement new systems and technologies far more
rapidly than is possible with mainframe platforms. They can also deliver IT ex-
penditure savings of as much as 20 percent (Exhibit 1). 

Cloud technology can offer market infrastructure providers another option for
balancing costs against risks, enabling them to react to regulatory, customer
and market changes more rapidly and at lower cost than they could in a
mainframe environment. Although no market infrastructure providers have
made the move to cloud technology so far, many observers believe they will
do so in the next five years.

Governance and competitive dynamics

There has been much discussion about governance and competitive models
for market infrastructures. Should these organizations be built as utilities to
facilitate transactions between counterparties, or as profit-making concerns
with shareholders who are looking for revenue growth regardless of underly-
ing market dynamics? Should they be part of a country’s central bank or a
separate entity? The answer to these questions will depend on the country,
the maturity of the market, the organi-
zation, and the central bank’s view.
However, a common theme will be the
trade-off between providing markets
with reduced transactional and opera-
tional risk and low-cost operations on
the one hand and stimulating innovation
on the other.

According to classical economic theory,
a single utility offers advantages as it
best exploits economies of scale and
can be easily regulated. Anti-trust au-
thorities have become wary of these utilities, however, as they can stifle com-
petition on price and innovation. Many countries therefore emphasize the
need for more competition among market infrastructure providers. For in-
stance, the European Central Bank has suggested that the euro zone should
have several CCPs for counterparties to choose from. But would more com-
petition in the market necessarily be a good thing? What if a competitor were
to change the rules that allow for lower margin requirements on certain types
of securities, for instance? It might attract more business and gain market
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share, but what would happen if the gamble created increased risk when
markets faltered?

In order for competition to operate properly, regulators need to ensure there
is a level playing field. One way to do this is to build stronger standards and
common practices and enforce the same rules for all competitors in the
market. If all players have to adhere to the same standards and practices, it
is more difficult for one player to lower margin limits and create an unfair
advantage. Competitors can then use innovation and service quality as dif-
ferentiating factors to gain market share. 

Payments markets are also experiencing a shift. As banks try to drive costs
out of their own payments infrastructures, they are looking for ways to by-
pass market infrastructures and move to more direct bilateral clearing
arrangements. This “back to the future” movement is highly problematic in
that it tends to create a significant competitive advantage for the largest play-
ers, preventing smaller banks from benefiting from a level playing field.   
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Uncertainty over mobile payments offers an interesting example of how inno-
vation can struggle in the absence of standards and market infrastructures to
support it. While there is momentum around innovation in mobile payments,
no solutions are close to reaching industrial scale. As individual players ex-
plore the competitive advantage that proprietary solutions appear to offer,
consumer research shows that users are confused and disappointed to be
confronted with a wide array of solutions with limited usability. A combination
of voluntary industry initiatives to establish standards, shared interfaces, and
perhaps shared infrastructures and regulatory standard setting could offer a
way out of the current impasse. 

The future of market infrastructures

What does the future hold for market infrastructures? Will there be more
competition or less? How should infrastructures change to meet rising mar-
ket demands and keep costs low? Who will govern and own them?

We expect competition to increase. There is often a strong case for a market
infrastructure to serve a particular market exclusively as a utility in the early
stages. Consider the logic of the single national ATM and debit-card utility
network when they first emerged in many European countries 30 or 40 years
ago. Scale curves were steep in those days, and massive well-coordinated
marketing campaigns were needed to bring merchants and cardholders on
board. Thirty years later, that initial ra-
tionale has disappeared and pitfalls of
the legacy set-up have emerged in the
form of a lack of innovation and anti-
trust challenges. Some countries have
responded by shifting their debit-card
model to a network with competing
providers, including for-profit players. 

As technology becomes cheaper and
more flexible, the argument for compet-
ing models becomes more compelling.
While CSDs, as the ultimate utilities,
seem to be largely shielded from competition, the Code of Conduct and
MiFID have introduced windows for competition in Europe, and some players
have started to take advantage of them. Where CCPs are concerned, the
next frontier is in OTC clearing, a business that was competitive from the
start. From a systemic risk perspective it makes sense not to create single
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utilities for CCP services, as long as linkages between multiple providers do
not increase systemic risk even more.

A major concern among stakeholders and users of market infrastructure is
not just the costs of regulation but also how these costs are transferred to
the market through higher fees. Regulators sometimes have little regard for
the cost impact of their actions on the market, but market infrastructure
providers are fully aware of these costs and their possible impact on users.
Competition among providers can help to manage the price of services, while
technological advances and market innovation can help to improve pricing
economics and reduce costs to the market as a whole. 

There are no simple answers to questions about future ownership and gover-
nance structures for market infrastructures. The outcome will be determined
case by case. If authorities and market participants feel comfortable with the
level of competition protecting their interests, they will be relaxed about own-
ership and governance structures. If not, utility structures and heavy interven-
tion by public authorities will prevail. For critical infrastructure on the
securities side, such as CSDs and CCPs, we expect the regulatory and su-
pervisory framework to tighten in response to concerns about systemic risk.
How far these entities continue in private ownership will depend on whether
private owners behave prudently and whether major failures that could trigger
broader state intervention in the industry can be avoided. 

Patrick Beitel is a principal in McKinsey’s Frankfurt office. Olivier Denecker is a director of

knowledge for Payments in the Brussels office. Wouter De Ploey is a director in McKinsey’s
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European Corporate and
Investment Banking: New 
Paths to Sustain Growth

Corporate and investment banking has endured signifi-

cant structural change during the last five years. The

major transformations already occurring at many banks

may be just the beginning of a journey toward sustain-

ing long-term growth and profitability. The environment

that followed the 2008 financial crisis presented banks

worldwide with liquidity challenges that were further in-

tensified by euro zone stress, recent recessive trends

and increasing regulatory pressures.

To ensure short-term survival, many European banks took drastic tactical
measures, such as deleveraging, business reorientation, and aggressive cost
reduction. While those efforts have been effective, it is unlikely that banks can
sustain them over the long term—especially in light of renewed competition
from U.S. and Asian banks. 

McKinsey expects to see sustainable growth in corporate and investment
banking occurring along four major axes: 

• Reengineering. Banks will need to maximize productivity in their corporate
banking and capital markets operations despite often-limited investment
capabilities. For example, they could revise sales productivity programs to
better reflect new market conditions, client needs and technological
changes.

• Reassessing. Optimizing current capabilities will require action on multiple
fronts, most importantly a systematic implementation of scarce-resource
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management, which involves senior management’s reassessment of es-
tablished monitoring practices.

• Reintermediating. To continue creating value for clients and investors,
most European banks will need to transition from originate-to-hold to
originate-to-distribute business models. Doing this may require revisit-
ing processes and governance to more closely align client needs with
bank capabilities.

• Refocusing. Becoming more client- and investor-centric will be essential
as clients and investors increasingly demand high-quality service they
can trust.

Market differences in competitive level, regulatory constraint, client expec-
tations and other areas will ultimately result in diverse business models.
But we see most corporate and investment bankers pursuing transition in
two stages. Because desynchronization between revenue and cost cycles
is critical, most will initially move conservatively to avoid transformation in a
period of potentially significant revenue declines. Once revenues stabilize,
transformation can occur at a more normal pace. 

Several factors will determine transformation success. Among them will be
the strategic alignment of staffing, systems and process upgrades while
maintaining a high caliber of client service.

Adoption of short-term tactics prompted by crisis

Corporate and investment banks (CIBs) have faced major challenges
and uncertainties since 2008. After the Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy 
in the United States, Europe’s banks began facing major regional chal-
lenges, including a volatile liquidity crisis that jeopardized origination
stability. Compounded by euro zone sovereign stresses, the crisis sig-
nificantly transformed the funding profiles of many banks. As interbank
markets evaporated the European Central Bank provided some 
€1 trillion in liquidity injections to restore the funding profiles of Euro-
pean banks.

Recessive trends in Europe are also causing origination-volume de-
clines, thereby reducing demand for bank services, particularly in cor-
porate banking and structured finance. Meanwhile, new players,
including Asian and Japanese banks, are leveraging low-cost funding
and risk appetite in loan origination.

Putting Growth Back on the Banking Agenda
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Increased regulatory constraints on capital and liquidity should help relieve
the crisis. However, they also require banks to revise their business models
even as they try to preserve current operations and franchises. The liquidity
coverage ratio (LCR), for instance, is limiting CIB models in asset-liability
management (ALM), as well as in profitability. Dollar- and yen-funded banks,
meanwhile, are enjoying a competitive advantage.

These combined trends make it unprofitable to maintain traditional business
models that were developed when abundant liquidity and more limited regula-
tory constraints prevailed.

To survive environmental change, corporate and investment bankers have
adopted three radical short-term tactics (Exhibit 1): 
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• Deleveraging. Many banks slowed originations and disposed of high-risk
assets. Most reduced their use of risk-weighted asset (RWA) capital. This
led to market restructurings and to reduced trade financing demand.

• Business reorientation. To reshape their business profiles and focus on
simple flow products, many banks closed their structured capital desks,
reduced or refocused their international reach and curtailed their services.
Some withdrew partly or entirely from major business segments such as
fixed income and equity.

• Cost reduction. Banks initiated aggressive cost-reduction campaigns. In
Europe, these focused on capital markets operations and support func-
tions. In just 30 months, tens of thousands of positions were eliminated.
These actions helped to address serious profitability issues while demon-
strating to the financial community and regulators that banks indeed com-
prehend their new environment.

Between 2009 and 2011, most CIBs implemented comparable measures,
adapting them to fit local market constraints and context.

The hunt for sustainable business models

The measures discussed above are helping CIB banks to survive the shock
of bankruptcies, bailouts and takeovers. However, banks have yet to con-
vince the financial community that their latest business models are sustain-
able. To date, most still operate much as before. They retain their CIB
divisions to assure ongoing access to equity and credit markets, and to help
offset their declining retail revenues.

A business model has yet to emerge that is convincingly sustainable in the
current environment. Barring a positive environmental change, investors
therefore question the viability of CIBs. Current price-earnings ratios for Euro-
pean banks are reflecting this concern (Exhibit 2). 

We believe that achieving sustainable long-term growth in a world where the
rules of the game have changed significantly must come from a strategically
balanced blend of the following approaches:

• Reengineering. Banks must radically improve their productivity while pre-
serving their ability to generate a profit. And they must do this in an increas-
ingly difficult environment—one in which clients are demanding simpler
products, regulators are exerting tighter control, governments are imposing
new taxes and financial constraints are limiting their ability to invest.
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Many banks are realigning their productivity goals to attain optimal per-
formance in the current setting, both in corporate banking and in capital
markets. There is also a broad trend to develop front-office-effectiveness
programs. These include reengineering sales operations using various
management levers, such as process simplification, streamlining, reorgani-
zation, new pricing, better client-portfolio management, closer managerial
scrutiny and better-calibrated compensation plans. 

These efforts clearly represent a core adaptation by banks to the new en-
vironment, in which more revenues must be generated within a stable set-
ting. In some cases, banks are realizing productivity increases of up to 30
percent, along with accompanying revenue growth, as a result of dedicat-
ing more time to client service.
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• Reassessing. Bank resources will likely remain structurally curtailed for
some time, thus requiring significant management efforts to preserve
growth opportunities. To ensure adequate value creation, CIB models
should be built on a capital- and liquidity-management core that is effi-
cient and dynamic. Monitoring and managing scarce resources will be
central to this effort because capital and liquidity access, volumes and
costs continue to fluctuate (Exhibit 3).

To provide management with the insight needed to make sound strategic
decisions, assessing and tracking value creation should be done on a
business-by-business basis. This enables accurate understanding of each
business’s ability to use scarce resources in building value for clients,
shareholders and the economy in general. Banks can also leverage in re-
sponse to regulatory change, for example, when adapting to tighter con-
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straints on international liquidity transfers. Greater transparency of bank
resource needs and usage can also make return forecasts more reliable.
McKinsey experience suggests that these efforts demand a rigorous ap-
proach to be successful. 

ALM should also be upgraded and made more strategic. In fact, many
banks recently upgraded their ALM departments. Now these departments
need to shift from being largely supportive to having more active roles in
decision-making. This could require restructuring their missions, teams,
processes and systems to make strategic planning more efficient and ef-
fective.

Growth in originations will be subject to Basel III constraints. The combi-
nation of capital-driven ratios (core Tier 1 and leverage), liquidity ratios
(LCR and the net stable funding ratio) and leverage ratios are critical busi-
ness model components. They will motivate lenders to focus on regula-
tion-friendly originations as a means of supporting long-term growth and
value creation. Among these are high-quality loan collateralizations, inte-
gration of LCR costs through transfer prices and extra revenue and liquid-
ity originations through transaction banking or global cross-subsidization.
Inevitably, these changes will have some client impact as banks attempt to
explain their evolving business models.

Development philosophies regarding capital liquidity and allocations are
becoming more focused on scarce-resource management. Some busi-
ness lines cannot be developed on bank balance sheets and therefore re-
quire a new intermediation mechanism to transfer some of the risk to
third-party investors. This will require improving intraday treasury monitor-
ing and upgrading bank IT systems to provide the visibility needed for bet-
ter arbitrage and funding.

• Reintermediating. To preserve and reinforce value creation and intermedia-
tion between clients and investors, banks need to align the parameters of
their originate-to-distribute models with investor and client needs. This
should enable European bankers to gradually improve their positions in
the credit value chain. Historically, banks created value by accumulating
the attractive credit assets they had originated and properly priced based
on their strong client relationships and risk assessment skills.

Under current balance-sheet constraints, such credit portfolio manage-
ment is no longer sustainable, so banks must sell portions of their assets
to secondary investors. They may, however, retain related fee revenues
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while transferring spreads and associated risk (Exhibit 4). McKinsey finds
this approach can help banks manage growth more effectively under tight
business constraints. For instance, it can help to free up capacity for more
growth, or allow a bank to reorient its services despite limited resources. 

McKinsey interviews with insurers, pension fund managers and other in-
vestors suggest that loan-based products can be compelling from risk-re-
turn and duration perspectives. Indeed, recent market changes
demonstrate the high volatility of several asset classes in which banks tra-
ditionally have invested, including equity, government and commodities.
These market changes also reinforce the attractiveness of bank-originated
credit products that are often perceived as corporate bond-like offerings.

Selling balance-sheet assets to investors eventually requires further busi-
ness model modifications. Therefore, banks should closely examine their
entire balance-sheet value chains, including origination structures and
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pricing, value measurement, balance-sheet and revenue management,
secondary sales vehicles and sales commission adjustments. The revival
of investor involvement in credit implies the end of two securitization ex-
cesses seen in the United States during the 2000s: Under the fire-and-for-
get-it model banks were not held responsible for assets they originated
and sold. Moreover, overdeveloped and opaque product structures and
packaging limited investors’ ability to fully comprehend them. Bankers
should now strive to align their own interests with those of their corporate
clients and investors.

Several new operating models are emerging. One, for instance, aims to
preserve RWA minimums after syndication and post-secondary sales to
better align investor interests, which can be achieved by retaining some
portion of originated assets on the bank’s own books. Another approach
focuses on preserving commercial relationships with corporate clients by
demonstrating long-term commitment to their financing needs. This re-
quires upgrades in several areas. Upgrades include efficient engineering of
credit portfolios, redesign of value-creation indicators and incentives, and
a significant improvement of systems and processes. Such a strong focus
on core bank values is clearly a vital growth lever—one that can also ben-
efit the larger economy by reopening credit production.

• Refocusing. Success in the new environment will require a return to client-
centric values. Today’s corporate clients have a growing need for advice
and commitment from financial service providers, and they are becoming
more demanding. This creates opportunities for bankers to differentiate
themselves in the marketplace. The current environment has restricted
credit access for many clients. For these, providing commitment and sup-
port beyond fundamental obligations is key. Moreover, large corporations
are becoming more knowledgeable and demanding more of banks,
thereby increasing pressure on traditional business models. SME clients
also remain fragile and dependent on funding access.

Given the state of corporate and investment banking today, various ap-
proaches could emerge. New players, for example, could enter the market-
place with more compelling value propositions with respect to volume, cost
and service. And companies might view these as acceptable banking alter-
natives. Unconventional players are already operating in the form of
shadow banks and government-driven support funds that target specific
business sectors.
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To serve clients on a higher level means bankers must become client-centric.
This is especially true for proximity products, such as transaction banking.
Being more client-centric has two important advantages: it allows banks to
focus less on sales and more on being trusted advisors, and it provides more
opportunities to leverage client proximity.

Financial regulation in the sales and retailing arena is expanding toward cor-
porate and investment banking, where regulators may well require new qual-
ity standards (Exhibit 5). This, however, would involve revising bank operating
models to provide greater expertise, longer-term commitments and upgraded
coverage. (Improving coverage could be challenging in an environment in
which banks already need to do more with less.) Leveraging client proximity
could help to counter some adverse trends, such as online and other corpo-
rate-banking alternatives.

Putting Growth Back on the Banking Agenda

Developments

The FCA does “not believe there is a clear divide between ‘retail’ and ‘wholesale’ markets,” 
and says their approach “will recognize that activities in retail and wholesale markets are 
connected and that risks caused by poor conduct can be transmitted between them.”

UK/FCA: 
‘Retailization’

Despite limited regulatory push towards client centricity in the wholesale market thus far, 
we see more players paying more attention to consumer protection at corporate level

Competitors: 
Moving ahead 
of regulator

AFM has launched a project around the theme: “suitable service for non-retail clients”, 
which could develop into ‘Klantbelang Centraal’ equivalent for non retail 

First step is a Risk analysis of the market (planned for 2013). This analysis will assess for 
various segments (housing cooperatives, health care, SMEs, etc) whether they encounter 
any problems. It will also assess the current legal framework, and the potential role the 
AFM could play

NL/AFM: 
First analysis

MiFID II is expected to come into force in 2015
Examples of expected changes:

- Limitation of execution only products to non-complex financial products
- Authorisation for national regulators and ESMA to (temporarily) ban products and 
  services that compromise investor protection or the stability of the market

MiFID II: 
Implementation 
in 2015

 

 Source: FSA.gov.uk; AFM.nl; McKinsey analysis

Exhibit 5

Corporate regulations are becoming more like their retail 
counterparts
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This new client-centric mode should help to rebuild overall confidence in bank-
ing, assure investors of asset-origination quality, boost client satisfaction and
generally help to preserve established bank franchises across client segments.

Strategic vision and execution excellence 

Changes in the banking environment will likely not affect all European CIBs
banks equally. Growth opportunities and the business models needed to cap-
ture them will necessarily differ. Therefore, instead of a one-size-fits-all model,
various trends will likely emerge as bank priorities and objectives differ ac-
cording to market, shareholder structure and the competitive landscape.

New players and technologies might place strong pressure on some areas of
commercial and investment banking. Nonbank players are already developing
alternatives to traditional intermediation, such as shadow banking and re-
source pooling in unregulated structures. Even traditional Internet players are
developing compelling low-cost payment options. And some newcomers are
developing low-cost CIB banks in specific business lines. To compete effec-
tively against players that have different cost structures, it will be necessary
for banks to maintain their business-model changes. Hence, the roles of
cost, excellence and continuous innovation will be critical.

Business-model evolution will have progressive effects. Most corporate and
investment bankers in Europe cannot transform their models rapidly due to
existing constraints, such as competitive margin pressures, still nascent in-
vestor appetites and insufficient returns. Few will fully transition to originate-
to-distribute models because it would be perceived as a radical move that is
inconsistent with European market constraints. Corporate funding in the
United States, for instance, is 80 percent debt-capital markets and 20 per-
cent highly priced loans, whereas in Europe it historically has been about 80
percent credit (deliberately priced low for subsequent cross-selling) and 20
percent debt-capital markets. Such global market structures probably should
be maintained over the long term, but banks will need to learn how to main-
tain their positioning. Some recent estimates say that up to 20 percent of
new production may be sold to secondary investors. This represents highly
consolidated volumes with still-limited sums, which retain most of the origi-
nate-and-hold attributes.

A dual horizons approach

European CIBs face crucial challenges in balancing the long-term vision that
investors require with the short-term understanding clients and team man-
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agers demand. Desynchronizing the revenue and cost cycles will be key.
Most CIBs experienced greater volatility in revenues than in costs, which are
more resilient given their typical structure. This difference is vital to ensuring
that long-term transformation plans accommodate immediate profitability
needs. Early-mover banks are already struggling with this. Introducing new
credit-origination standards, emphasizing investor coverage and acquiring
new portfolio management skills requires talent recruitment and develop-
ment—tasks that significantly increase costs and investment. 

A three-to-five-year strategic outlook is essential in planning a business-
model transition, which typically must include guidance to businesses and
shareholders. Indeed, in many cases such a major transition could even af-
fect the entire industry. For instance:

• In a new portfolio paradigm, European CIBs will no longer find growth
through funding and structured products.

• A split between retail and wholesale banking could have a serious impact,
as noted by Erkki Liikanen, Governor of the Bank of Finland.

• Consolidation based on business lines and geographies may result in
mergers, acquisitions and the formation of new alliances.

Short-term actions are essential to grow and develop key programs and
business lines that will capitalize on new opportunities, such as trade finance.
In the longer term, however, balance-sheet constraints suggest that growing
profitably will need to prevail over volume and marketshare objectives. 

Olivier Plantefeve is a principal, and Vincent Pobelle is an associate principal, 

both in McKinsey’s Paris office.
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